U.S.S. Hayden NC-73898
Stardate 10508.03

Mission # 307

Staring:
Cory Friess		as	Captain Prudence Davis-Patterson, Commanding Officer
Karriaunna Scotti 	as	Lieutenant Sin’ajéídishjool So’tsoh, Chief Science Officer
Brian Fredrickson	as	Lieutenant Christian Mades, Flight Control Officer
Cantay Ozkan		as	Lieutenant Verradi, Operations Officer
Trevor Howard		as	Lieutenant Othello Knight, Science Officer
Kyle Cordek 		as	Ensign Susan Ivanova, Chief Tactical Officer
Erin Cody		as	Ensign Adrienne Felicity Kostandinos-Michaels


Host Rich says:
Prologue: The Hayden has finely made it way to the Onelly System with out to many problems. So what will the find now that they are there.

Host Rich says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{Resume Mission}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Quietly at her station, efficiently running through sensor readings.::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
::arrives a bit late in a rush at tactical::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Sitting in the command chair on the Bridge waiting to reach the Onelly System::

FCO_Mades says:
::arrives back on the bridge, after having helped Verradi.. gone back and worked on the core.. got a short nap.. and now is back.  His hair is a bit more ruffled than usual::

OPS_Verradi says:
::Sleeping in his quarters, which he has been doing quite a lot of now, punctuated by brief periods of wakefulness and weeping.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
FCO: Where is Lieutenant Verradi, Lieutenant?

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
::casually walks on to the bridge - knows she's a few minutes late but figures if she doesn't draw attention to it, maybe no one else will either...  looks around to see who's there today::

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Sitting at the OPS console, covering for her incapacitated superior.::

CTO_ENS_Ivanova says:
Self: is everyone late today.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Automatically takes note of each person that enters the bridge, quietly going over data.::

FCO_Mades says:
::stops by the Captain's chair::  CO: Captain, Lieutenant Verradi is...  not available at this moment.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
FCO: Meaning what, Lieutenant? I do not have time for games at the moment. ::Looks towards the FCO station:: FCO: And are we nearing the system?

SO_Knight says:
::Exits the TL and sits at the Science Station, PADDs in hands::

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Confirms the FCO's statement:: CO: Captain, I have switched duty shifts with Lieutenant Verradi for personal reasons.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
<Counselor Love> ::Walks down the corridor towards Verradi's Quarters. She reaches them and rings the chime::

FCO_Mades says:
CO: Captain.  I'll be happy to give you more details, but I'd prefer not in the middle of the bridge.  ::gives the Captain a look that expresses how serious the situation is::

OPS_Verradi says:
::Doesn't answer, as he's in a reasonably deep part of the sleep cycle::

FCO_Mades says:
<FCO Stokes>  ::sitting at the helm waiting for Mades so he can get up::  CO: Yes ma'am.  Approaching the edge of the system now.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She sighs internally, why did everything always have to happen with him?:: AOPS: Understood, Ensign. ::Nods:: FCO: Thank you. CSO: Lieutenant, do our scans show anything?

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Notes all is clear as they approach the edge of the system.::

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
::raises an eyebrow at the FCO's comment, and also at the fact that he is acting so serious - it's a stark departure from his demeanor the day before::

FCO_Mades says:
::waits to see if the Captain wants further explanation or if he should take his station::

Host Rich says:
Action: the Hayden suddenly lurches throwing OPS out of his bed.

FCO_Mades says:
::struggles to stay on his feet, and does so miraculously::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Nearly falls out of her chair:: FCO: Report!

OPS_Verradi says:
::Flies out of his bed and hits a wall, banging his head just hard enough to let out an instinctive stream of curses::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Frowns as she looks through her sensors, wondering what she had missed.::

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
::is thrown against a wall... hard...  the room spins for a moment as she struggles to regain her footing::

SO_Knight says:
::Looks over the studies on the several other toxins that SF has knowledge on::

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Grabs her console to steady herself during the lurch, and quickly moves on to check all major systems::

FCO_Mades says:
<FCO Stokes>  ::checks the readouts:: FCO: Unknown.. perhaps just a pocket of interstellar gases...   dropping out of warp though, since we have arrived.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  Minor space disturbance sir.  Nothing to be concerned about.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Nods in agreement with Stokes, then turns back around.::

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Decides it might also be prudent to inform the Captain of her real rank... but after this interesting event is resolved.::

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
::thinks it didn't feel so minor... rubs a sore spot on her head and stands up again::

FCO_Mades says:
::moves over near the helm to look over Stokes' shoulder::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: Minor? ::Looks towards the CSO:: CSO: Are your scans showing anything, Lieutenant? ::Looks towards the SO:: SO: Lieutenant, are there any inhabited planets nearby?

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Confirms that it's nothing to be concerned about after seeing that the systems are fine:: CO: All systems functioning within specified parameters, ma'am. And just to clarify, I am a lieutenant junior grade, ma'am. Not an ensign.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  Yes sir, minor.  As Stokes guessed, just a pocket of interstellar gas we passed through.  Long range sensors are picking up a vessel.

FCO_Mades says:
::taps Stokes on the shoulder and after he gets up, Christian slides into his seat at the front of the bridge::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Moves from one topic to the other, the other of more interest and importance at the moment.::

SO_Knight says:
::Looks up at the scans and says...:: CO: There are three in the system. None are near each other.

FCO_Mades says:
<FCO Stokes> ::exits the bridge and heads for the shuttlebay to finish out his shift::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Looks towards the woman at OPS:: AOPS: Noted, Lieutenant. ::Pauses:: CSO: What type of vessel, Lieutenant?

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
SO: What can you tell me about the closest one to us?

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Narrowing and refining scans.::  CO:  Working on it sir...

FCO_Mades says:
::brings the Hayden to a full stop:: CO: Full stop, until you know where you want to go, Captain.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
FCO: Thank you, Lieutenant.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
<Counselor Love> ::Rings the chime again::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  It is a Klingon Freighter, ships transponder reads as the Marque.  :: Makes an adjustment.::  I am reading a lot of radiation in the area, however, I am not picking up any traces of Biotoxin.

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Knows the importance of having these things cleared up early. It's easy to be overlooked as a junior officer. And for the time being she shall check out the sensor readings that science is getting, since there is not much to do elsewhere.::

OPS_Verradi says:
::Groans and lays back against the wall. Maybe he hit his head, but he wasn't getting the door. Even speech was too much effort for him right now. And he felt sorry for himself too. Big time.::

SO_Knight says:
::Looks over the tightened scans of the nearest planet after Sin adjusts them to get details of it:: CO: The closest has a Federation col'ny upon it.

FCO_Mades says:
::brings the location of the Klingon vessel up on navigational sensors, and plots a course trying to be prepared for the impending order::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: Will the radiation affect us if we head for the vessel? ::Looks towards Menendez:: AOPS: Attempt to hail the vessel if possible, Lieutenant.

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
::eyes light up at the mention of the Biotoxin-potentially-carrying ship in question::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
SO: Thank you, Lieutenant. Have any of the freighters been reported near that colony?

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Nods and taps the requisite buttons to open a hailing frequency to the vessel::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Analyzes the type of radiation.::

SO_Knight says:
::Checks the subspace reports sent out from this system recently::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Shakes her head.::  CO:  Yes sir.  The radiation is deadly.  We would not be able to deal with it for long.  Checking for life aboard the Klingon vessel, however... we are too far from it for me to ascertain that answer at the moment...

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
FCO: Lieutenant, move us towards the vessel but keep us a safe distance away from the radiation.

FCO_Mades says:
CO: Understood... course laid in and engaging at full impulse.

SO_Knight says:
::Checks for traces of either the radiation or the toxin on the colony::

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Shakes her head after multiple attempts at getting a comm up have failed.:: CO: Captain, the vessel is not responding to hails.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Watches as her sensors begin to break up.::  SO:  Is your sensor screen working?

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
AOPS: I did not think they would; especially if my hunch is correct. Continue to try but I doubt you will get any results.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CTO/TO: Scan for any weapons fire in the area.

FCO_Mades says:
::blinks a bit at his screen, a little stressed out mixed with a bit of tired... not the best mix::

SO_Knight says:
CSO: Me sensors are on th' fritz, too. I think it's the radiation. Must affect our sensors, even at this distance.

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
CO: Aye, ma'am

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
::Nods... Tries to clear up her screen unsuccessfully::  CO:  Sir, radiation appears to be affecting long range sensors.

FCO_Mades says:
::checks the navigational sensors::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: What if we sent a probe near the vessel. Do you believe we would get the same results?

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Looks up.::  CO:  The radiation could be affecting communications as well.

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Nods and continues trying to hail the vessel. As they approach it, sensor readings show up on her screen that show no power readings from the ship.:: CO: Captain, I'm detecting absolutely no power signatures from the Klingon vessel. It is dead in the water.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  It is worth a try.

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
::looks up, not surprised:: CO: There's no weapons fire that we can detect at this distance... but again with the whole radiation thing, sensors may not be quite up to snuff.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
FCO: Lieutenant, pull us back for now. CSO: Do it, Lieutenant. ::Nods towards AOPS::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO/SO: Is there a way that we could clear the radiation out of this system or move it in some way?

FCO_Mades says:
All: Navigation sensors are still clear.   CO: Aye, Captain.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Informs engineering to prepare a class I probe.::

FCO_Mades says:
::reverses course::

SO_Knight says:
Self: Bloody... If there are traces o' th toxin out 'ere or on the col'ny I won't be able to detect it near the source.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  If we remove the ship.  The radiation is coming from it.

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Continues keeping a watch on the ship just in case the sensors prove wrong in a minute or something.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: From the ship? Can we determine why or what has caused it?

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  Working on it now sir.

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
::eyes going back and forth between the CO and CSO talking, almost like she's watching a tennis match::

FCO_Mades says:
::looks longly from his seat towards the replicator...  caffeine::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
SO: Lieutenant, work on speaking with the colony with Operations. I want to know if they know anything regarding the freighters.. or what happened to this one.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  I have pulled up their cargo manifest.  It appears the ship was caring radiation waste.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  Ready to launch probe.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: Launch when you are ready, Lieutenant. ::Nods::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Launches probe toward the vessel.::

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
::leans casually against the wall behind her console, keeping one eye on it and the rest on everything going on on the bridge::

FCO_Mades says:
::once they reach their original coordinates, he brings the ship to a stop::  CO: Full stop.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Reaches over to observe incoming telemetry.::

SO_Knight says:
CO/OPS: Wiht that radiation affectin' sensors chances are it affects communications. We need t' move that blasted ship or somethin'.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
FCO: Thank you, Lieutenant.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
SO: If we can move the ship without putting the Hayden at risk we will do so. I am open to your suggestions, Lieutenant.

FCO_Mades says:
::the ship stopped, he takes the chance and makes  his way over to the replicator::

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Tries hailing the colony now while the Captain and SO discuss moving the ship.::

FCO_Mades says:
::gets a large, ice cold, Dr. Pepper... a drink he had added to the files when he arrived, and quickly gets back to his station::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Sends the telemetry through the computer for interpretation.::  CO:  Sir, I am reading one very large hole on the ships starboard side.  I am also picking up signs of life.  ::Shakes head::  However, I am unable to identify what the life is.

FCO_Mades says:
::sipping his drink::  CO: We could use shuttles on remote pilot...

SO_Knight says:
CO: I'd say we put a repulsor or tractor beam on a remotely piloted shuttle. But I think we wouldn't have time to prepare that.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
FCO: A very good idea, Lieutenant. However, we may lose the signal once the shuttle gets to close.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO: Life signs appear to be near the bridge.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Makes a minor adjustment to incoming data.::

SO_Knight says:
CO: Our shields can stop the radiation before it harms the ship.

FCO_Mades says:
::shrugs:: CO: Then we preprogram the course and actions...  ::hears the CSO::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  Radiation is interfering with the more finer readings.  I am unable to ascertain numbers.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO/SO: How long could we remain near the vessel before we are affected by the radiation?

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  I would suggest if we continue closer for any length of time, that unnecessary crew go to the center of the ship where protection is higher.  However, we should be fine for awhile as long as we are not on top of it.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Nods:: CTO/TO: Ensigns, have all unnecessary personnel moved to the center of the ship and have shielding increased there.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Makes a quick calculation::  CO:  We should be fine just within beaming distance.

SO_Knight says:
CO: Dunno. I'd say at least three, four hours tops.

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
::sends the order down to the SEC officers who didn't fail their evals:: CO: Done, Captain.

OPS_Verradi says:
CO/CTO: I'm going to increase power to the shields to give you more to play with. ::Cuts some power to secondary systems and boosts the shields.::

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez>

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
TO: Thank you, Ensign. ::Looks towards the FCO:: FCO: Once all personnel have been relocated you may bring us towards the vessel. TO: Increase shield strength if possible, Ensign.

FCO_Mades says:
::plots a course back in within transporter range and has it ready, all the while greedily sipping his drink, the caffeine a welcomed comfort::

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
Menendez: Thank you... playing with shields are always so much fun ::smirks and increases the power to the shields::

FCO_Mades says:
CO: Understood.

FCO_Mades says:
TO: Just let me know when we are ready to go

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Hopes that that smirk wasn't as ludicrously scary as she thought it was. But she hasn't blown up the ship yet.::

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
CO: The shield strength is increased and... ::pauses for a minute, looking at her console::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  Transporters will not work through this radiation... at least whatever it brings back or goes over, we do not want to know about.

FCO_Mades says:
::starts to feel a little bit more perky.. maybe he will get through this shift::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO/SO: Is there a way that we can bypass the interference the radiation is causing?

Host Rich says:
Action: Sensor register and explosion aboard the Marque.

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
FCO:  We're ready whenever you are. ::notices him gulping like there is no tomorrow and thinks about commenting on what that stuff might do if it were spilled on the console, but refrains, instead just smirking again::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Looks curiously at the Othello::

FCO_Mades says:
::puts the empty cup down and prepares to engage the course::

SO_Knight says:
::Shrugs while he thinks:: CSO/CO: What was that?

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
::looks up, suddenly more interested:: CO: Sir, there is an explosion aboard the Klingon Ship.

FCO_Mades says:
::engages:: CO: We are on our way in.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CTO/TO: Be prepared for anything. Bring us to Yellow Alert.

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
::sounds yellow alert klaxons::

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Continues her futile efforts--which seem even more pointless now--to hail the Marque::

FCO_Mades (Yellow Alert.wav)

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  I am reading an explosion the Marque.  It appears to have decreased the radiation some.  Reading 4 life forms... :: moves swiftly::  I have a transporter lock...

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO: I still however, cannot tell you what the life forms are.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
SO:  Lieutenant, can you increase power to the sensors?

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CSO: Have Sickbay quarantine one area off. TO: Have three Security Officers report to Sickbay.

SO_Knight says:
CO: Cap'n, the radi'active waste might have damaged the ship extensively, includin' th' crew, we ought to utilize radiation protocols if we beam them 'board.

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
::takes some of those who were on relocation-detail and sends them to sickbay instead to monitor the quarantine:: CO: They're on their way...

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
* Medical*: Prepare for incoming.  Quarantine.  I cannot tell you what is coming.

OPS_Verradi says:
<Menendez> ::Raises her eyebrows. The CSO has a transporter lock? Oh well... she noticed the life signs first. She considers contacting sickbay, but the order for that was also given to the CSO::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Catches the life forms within the transport beam, but holds them a moment, giving medical a chance to prepare.::

SO_Knight says:
CSO: Won't really need to, the radiation's broken up enough to get a better sensor lock on the Maque.

SO_Knight says:
::Boosts sensors anyway:: CSO: But I'll increase sensas anyway.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
SO:  I am concerned about what we are not reading...

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: And what are we not reading, Lieutenant?

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
FCO: Bring us to a full stop when we are at a safe distance from the vessel.. I do not want to be to close.

FCO_Mades says:
CO: Aye, full stop just inside transporter range.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  The unknown.  :: Medical ready, she finishes the beam to sickbay.::

SO_Knight says:
CO: Probably the current status o' th' toxin.

SO_Knight says:
Self: Which would come in handy 'bout now.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
*Medical*: Have all radiation protocols in place.

Host Rich says:
Action: 4 very confused and very excited Targs materialize in sick bay and start destroying sick bay while hurting a few people in the process.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Curious to what medical now has.::

FCO_Mades says:
::looks down and chastises himself.  Didn't realize they had come to a stop.  He really is tired.::

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
<Sec1> Computer: Activate security forcefields in sickbay, surround the four incoming.

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
<Sec 1,2,3> ::all have phasers on stun in case the force fields don't contain them... all the while wondering what a Targ is::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Looks towards So'tosh:: CSO: What are they, Lieutenant?

Host Rich says:
Action: before the force field come in to place the Targ take down 2 of the security people.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  Sensors read Targs... ::Shakes head.::  sorry sir.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CSO: What is a Targ, Lieutenant?

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
<Sec 1> ::watches as the Targs take down two officers before being restrained - signals the nurses to attend to them::  TO:  They're Targs...  they've been restrained, but not before attacking two officers.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  A medium size creature that is both pet and food for many Klingons.  They often carry a 'supply' of them for fresh food.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CSO: Thank you, Lieutenant. Are there any other life signs aboard the vessel?

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
CO:  They've been restrained, but not before doing some damage to both Sickbay and it's inhabitants...

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
CO/CSO:  Apparently they are medium-sized creatures with Klingon-sized tempers.

SO_Knight says:
CO: Prob'ly "lab rats", too. Maybe t' test th' potency o' the toxin.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Double checks to make sure, with the radiation broken up.  Turns with a shake of her head.::  CO:  Regrettably no sir.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Nods:: TO: Which is why I had Security report to Sickbay. Have them placed behind a level ten forcefield.

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
CO: Its already in place, Captain

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
SO: That could be true. Have Sickbay check them for any signs of being tested on.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  Sir, something curious however... assuming we are reading sensors correctly.  :: Looks over at Othello for verification.::  I am not reading any bodies either.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: No remains of any kind?

SO_Knight says:
::Looks at the scans and nods in affirmation to the CSO::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
CO:  No sir.

SO_Knight says:
CSO: Radiation don' do that. Maybe they escaped in lifeboats.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
SO:  Theory?

SO_Knight says:
<add? on end of last line>

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Takes that in mind and turns to run a scan for lifepods.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Looks towards science for any confirmation::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Checks the manifest against the numbers.::  CO/SO:  All are accounted for.

FCO_Mades says:
::stifles a yawn.  He didn't realize how much the contact with Verradi had taken out of him::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: Can we determine how many officers were aboard that ship?

SO_Knight says:
CSO: Very few things are categorized t' vaporize biomatter. Could be an effect o' th' toxin. We don' know much 'bout it, nor its effects.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Glances at the crew list.::  CO:  There should be 100 crewmembers exactly.

TO_Kostandinos-Michaels says:
::catches the FCO's yawn and wonders if he's bored....  or how anyone could possibly be bored, for that matter, it seemed like they had a first-class mystery on their hands::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
SO:  Maybe if we get a sample of the radiation...

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: And all are missing... ::Pauses for a moment::

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
:: Nods::

SO_Knight says:
CSO: That oughtta be easy.

CSO_Lt_So`tsoh says:
SO:  With permission, get a sample and analyze it.

Host Rich says:
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{Pause Mission}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}
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